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KITCHEN / BATHROOM / LAUNDRY

Brushed Stainless Steel 
Kitchen & Laundry Sinks
oliveri.com.au
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FROM HUMBLE BEGINNINGS,  
WE’VE TAKEN OLIVERI TO THE WORLD.

Featured products:  
Professional sink (PR1112) and Vilo pull out mixer (VT0398C-BLACK)
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We’ve come a long way from an 
unassuming suburban factory where  
our business began way back in 1947.  
It was at Watkins and Starr, now  
Oliveri Solutions, a modest domestic 
metal fabricator in Adelaide, South 
Australia, that a highly skilled and 
dedicated team pioneered the deep 
drawing process in Australia.

It was the beginning of something 
extraordinary. Today, Oliveri is Australia’s 
only commercial pressed bowl sink 
manufacturer and one of this country’s 
best home grown success stories.

Australian made. Global success.

Our design expertise and commitment 
to quality continue. We now import  
and distribute a wide range of taps, 
sinks and water filter systems across  
nine countries, including Australia,  
New Zealand, and the USA.

The vast range and superior design  
of our sinks and taps are enjoyed  
by homeowners around the world  
and the Oliveri name continues to  
be synonymous with style, quality,  
and home grown success.

Did you know? 

Our founders decided on the name 
‘Oliveri’ in a local Adelaide restaurant, 
by voting on names written on  
napkins. The accent in Oliveri is  
the tick that sealed the deal!

FROM HUMBLE BEGINNINGS,  
WE’VE TAKEN OLIVERI TO THE WORLD.

3
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VT0398B
WELS 4 star  
6.5L per min

Professional Series

Multi use  
preparation kit
A complete food preparation 
kit with board and colander.

Bowl Protector
Protects the bowl from  
scratching. A protector is 
provided for each bowl.

Adaptor flange
Connects an Oliveri  
square waste sink  
to a waste disposal unit.

Features /
Large capacity bowls
Ready to soak your large baking dishes,  
the Professional sinks have large bowl 
capacities up to a huge 78 litres.

Yours for life
All sinks bearing the signature Oliveri logo 
come with a lifetime manufacturer’s warranty*.

Premium finish
Constructed from 1.5mm brushed stainless 
steel, the Professional sink seamlessly  
fits in with your contemporary appliances.

Wide range
From single to double bowl, with and  
without drainer, you’ll find a configuration  
to fit your kitchen design. The Professional  
is even available in a unique Butler style.

Contemporary design
The 10mm tight radius corners are  
easy to clean while still providing  
the contemporary look.

PR1121 LH Bowl (PR1122 RH Bowl)
1040W x 505H x 225D  /  GRANDE BOWL 46 LITRE

PR1111 LH Bowl (PR1112 RH Bowl)
1450W x 505H x 225D  /  GRANDE BOWL 46 LITRE  /  ¾  BOWL  35 LITRE 

PR1181
550W x 505H x 225D

GRANDE BOWL 46 LITRE

 

PR1131
430W x 505H x 225D 

¾ BOWL 35 LITRE

 

PR1180U
550W x 455H x 225D

GRANDE BOWL 46 LITRE

 

PR1130U
430W x 455H x 225D

¾ BOWL 35 LITRE

 

PR1163U
835W x 505H x 225D  /  STANDARD BOWL (x2) 39 LITRE

PR1190U
810W x 505H x 225D  /  MEGA BOWL 78 LITRE

 

PR1160U
305W x 455H x 190D  /  ½ BOWL 20 LITRE

Taps / 
View all taps at oliveri.com.au

Feature Accessories / 
Visit oliveri.com.au to explore all available accessories for your sink.

14884003
WELS 4 star
7.0L per min
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VT0392B
WELS 4 star 
6.5L per min

Professional Butler Series

Bowl Protector
Protects the bowl from  
scratching. A protector is 
provided for each bowl.

Drainer Baskets
Drain, rinse or stack.  
Can be used inside the  
bowl or on the drainer.

Bench top drainer set 
Protects your benchtop  
when draining dishes or 
defrosting food.

PR1290U
810W x 540H x 225D  /  MEGA BOWL 78 LITRE

PR1263U
835W x 540H x 225D  /  STANDARD BOWL (x2) 39 LITRE

Taps / 
View all taps at oliveri.com.au

Feature Accessories / 
Visit oliveri.com.au to explore all available accessories for your sink.

Featured products:  
Professional Series sink (PR1163U) and Vilo pull out mixer (VT0398B-WH)

SS2575
WELS 4 star 
7.5L per min
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PT2010B
WELS 4 star 
7.5L per min

Features /
Premium finish
Constructed from  
1.2mm brushed stainless 
steel, the Sonetto sink 
seamlessly fits in with your 
contemporary appliances.

Yours for life
All sinks bearing the 
signature Oliveri logo  
come with a lifetime 
manufacturer’s warranty*.

Unique drainer design
The unique drainer design 
drains water efficiently  
into the sink.

Contemporary design
The 25mm tight radius 
corners are easy to clean 
while still providing the 
contemporary look.

Preparation board 
A bamboo board perfect  
for food preparation  
that fits into the bowl.

Bench top drainer tray 
Protects your benchtop  
when draining dishes or 
defrosting food.

Sonetto

SN1071 LH Bowl (SN1072 RH Bowl)
1300W x 510H x 205D  /  ¾ BOWL (x2) 30 LITRE

 

Feature Accessories /  Visit oliveri.com.au 
to explore all available accessories for your sink.

Taps / 
View all taps at oliveri.com.au

VT0398B
WELS 4 star 
6.5L per min

SS2540
WELS 4 star 
7.5L per min
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SN1051
520W x 510H x 205D  

LARGE BOWL  39 LITRE

 

SN1063U
785W x 455H x 205D  

 ¾ BOWL (x2) 30 LITRE

SN63TU
785W x 455H x 205D  

 ¾ BOWL (x2) 30 LITRE

 

SN1050U
520W x 455H x 205D  

LARGE BOWL  39 LITRE

 

SN1030U
405W x 455H x 205D  

¾ BOWL  30 LITRE

  

SN30TU
405W x 455H x 205D  

¾ BOWL  30 LITRE

   

SN1020U
285W x 455H x 170D  

½ BOWL  16 LITRE

 

SN1021 LH Bowl (SN1022 RH Bowl)
1035W x 510H x 205D  /  LARGE BOWL  39 LITRE

 

SN1011 LH Bowl (SN1012 RH Bowl)
1415W x 510H x 205D  / LARGE BOWL 39 LITRE   /  ¾ BOWL 30 LITRE

SN1064
785W x 510H x 205D 

¾ BOWL (x2) 30 LITRE

 

Universal 
Installation /  

These universal sinks offer greater 
flexibility as they are suitable for both 
topmount and undermount installation. 

Topmount sinks offer a classic, more 
traditional look and will work with  
any bench top material. 

An undermount sink will create a sleek 
and modern style and are best suited to 
natural or engineered stone bench tops. 

Featured products:  
Sonetto sink 
(SN63TU) and Pepe 
mixer (PT2010B)
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Features /
Premium finish
Constructed from 1.2mm 
brushed stainless steel, the 
Apollo sink seamlessly fits in with 
your contemporary appliances.

Yours for life
All sinks bearing the signature 
Oliveri logo come with a lifetime 
manufacturer’s warranty*.

Large tap landing
A large tap landing allows for 
more than just one tap hole - 
perfect for your satellite filter  
tap or instant boiling tap.

Contemporary design
The 18mm tight radius corners 
are easy to clean while still 
providing the contemporary look.

Apollo 

Preparation board 
A bamboo board perfect  
for food preparation  
that fits into the bowl.

Colanders
Fits into the bowl and is the  
perfect place to strain pasta  
or rinse vegetables.

VT0398B-WH
WELS 4 star 
6.5L per min

VT0398B
WELS 4 star 
6.5L per min

SS2570
WELS 4 star 
7.5L per min

AP1425 LH Bowl (AP1426 RH Bowl)
750W x 510H x 200D  

MAIN BOWL 29 LITRE  /  STANDARD BOWL 24 LITRE 

  

AP1451
415W x 510H x 200D  

MAIN BOWL 29 LITRE

   

AP1491
800W x 510H x 200D  

MEGA BOWL 60 LITRE

   

AP1415 LH Bowl (AP1416 RH Bowl)
750W x 465H x 200D  

MAIN BOWL  29 LITRE  /  ¾ BOWL 21 LITRE 

  

AP1411 LH Bowl (AP1412 RH Bowl)
1200W x 500H x 200D  

MAIN BOWL  29 LITRE  /  ¾ BOWL 21 LITRE 

AP1421 LH Bowl (AP1422 RH Bowl)
800W x 500H x 200D  

MAIN BOWL  29 LITRE

AP1464
800W x 510H x 200D  

MAIN BOWL (x2)  29 LITRE

  

Feature Accessories /  Visit oliveri.com.au 
to explore all available accessories for your sink.

Taps / 
View all taps at oliveri.com.au

Featured products:  
Apollo sink (AP1412) 
and Vilo Pull Out 
mixer (VT0398B)
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Sustainability
At Oliveri, sustainability is a core value.  
We design products to stand the test of time.
We are proud of our ISO 14001 certification, the 
international standard for effective environmental 
management, which we earned through our  
long-term commitment to sustainability. 

Every drop  
counts

Our products  
are designed to stand  
the test of time. Our 

kitchens sinks come with 
a lifetime manufacturer’s 

warranty and our tapware 
feature warranties  

lasting up to  
15 years.

All materials  
used in our bathroom  
packaging is 100% 

recyclable, and we are 
well on the way to 

ensuring all our kitchen 
packaging meets these 

same standards.

We work  
with sustainable 

materials and operate on 
zero waste to landfill at 

our Adelaide factory. The 
durability of our long-
lasting products also 
ensures a reduction  

in waste.



All our sinks have a 
Lifetime Warranty* 
*This warranty does not cover scratching or normal wear and tear, as these are not manufacturing faults. Please refer to oliveri.com.au for full warranty details.  


